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LOVE POSTERS FOR THE FAMILY
From the BusyToddler.com website

How do you explain Valentine’s Day to a toddler? Is your brain starting to
hurt a little? How do you explain such an abstract holiday to small
children. Well, here’s how I’m going it with my family: we’re making love
posters. Love Posters are an easy way to explain Valentine’s Day to your
toddlers and help build anticipation for this fun holiday.

I started by modeling this for my kids. I wrote their names at the top of
construction paper and modeled it first: “Let’s talk about Daddy. What’s
something we love about Daddy.” “He makes good pancakes” as
something I love about Daddy – I wanted to keep my example simple
and concrete for my kids. Just to make sure they could totally grasp the
concept.

Only a few days in on our Love Posters, the kids are already digging
these affirmations. They love hearing things our family loves about them
and especially love sharing what they appreciate about each other. It’s a
great act of kindness for them all!

Color the
puzzle pieces
and put it back
together!
Name puzzle
Heart Collage

Book:
There was an old
lady that
swallowed a heart

Things to do:

ACTIVITIES THIS
WEEK:



https://www.howweelearn.com/pres
chool-valentines-day-craft-4/
https://funlearningforkids.com/vale
ntines-day-activities-for-
preschoolers/
https://www.firefliesandmudpies.co
m/rainbow-heart-suncatchers/

Resources:

In your kit, you have clear adhesive
and tissue paper that you can use
for collage hearts. Either cut out the
heart shapes before or after
adhering tissue paper. After
completed, hang up in your windows
for some lovely color. 

THINGS TO DO FOR VALENTINE'S DAY

Practice early literacy skills with a
name puzzle. Use the paper folder
that the kit came in to make a name
puzzle. Let the kiddos cut their name
into pieces. We included some extra
pieces of paper to make other name
puzzles.

To get moving indoors, use some
scrap paper (not provided) or tape
on the floor to make a heart
hopscotch. Watch the kiddos using
their gross motor functions to
navigate the game. Fun for all in the
family!
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